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(57) ABSTRACT 

A radiator With thin ?ns. The method includes steps of 
forming a plurality of thin ?ns and spacers by punching 
metal sheets of high coef?cient of heat transmission into 
predetermined shapes, spacing said thin ?ns alternately With 
said spacers and binding them into an assembly With a 
plurality of rivets extended through holes separately formed 
near loWer end at predetermined positions, and grinding a 
bottom of the assembly to remove unevenness thereof. The 

radiator manufactured in this method may include increased 
number of ?ns Within a limited area to create largely 
increased contact surfaces With air and thereby enables 
quick radiation of heat produced by, for example, chips 
associated With the radiator. A fan may be mounted to a top 
of the radiator to enhance the radiating effect. 
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RADIATOR WITH THIN FINS 

[0001] (This is a divisional application of applicant’s US. 
patent application Ser. No. 09644522 ?led on Aug. 21, 2000) 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to a radiator With thin 
?ns. The method includes steps of forming thin ?ns and 
spacers With metal sheets having high coef?cient of heat 
transmission, spacing the ?ns alternately With the spacers 
and riveting them together to form an assembly, and grind 
ing a bottom of the assembly to remove unevenness thereof. 
The radiator so produced includes a plurality of thin ?ns 
Within a reduced area to create largely increased contact 
surface With air and thereby enables quick radiation of heat. 

[0003] It is knoWn that a chip 1 (see FIG. 9) used, for 
example, in a computer Would produce large amount of heat 
When it operates. To radiate the large amount of heat 
produced by the chip 1 to maintain normal operation of the 
chip 1, it is a common practice to associate a radiator With 
the chip 1. Conventionally, such radiator is formed from 
extruded aluminum. FIG. 1 illustrates an example of such 
conventional radiator 20. As can be seen from FIG. 1, the 
radiator 20 mainly includes a ?at base 201 and a plurality of 
radiating ribs 202 vertically extended from and parallelly 
spaced on a top of the base 201. The radiator 20 is associated 
With the chip 1 by ?atly attaching the base 201 to a top of 
the chip 1, so that heat produced by the chip 1 during 
operation thereof is absorbed by the base 201 and quickly 
transmitted to the a plurality of ribs 202. The ribs 202 
provide large contacting surfaces With air to enable quick 
and continuous radiating of heat into the air via the surfaces 
of the ribs 202, so that the chip 1 is able to continue normal 
operation thereof Without the risk of having a rising tem 
perature. 

[0004] As mentioned above, the radiator 20 is formed 
from aluminum extrusion. The ribs 202 on the top of the 
base 201 have a thickness that is restricted by the die through 
Which aluminum material is extruded to form the radiator. It 
is currently impossible to make the ribs 202 of the extruded 
aluminum radiator 20 to have a very small thickness to 
increase the number of ribs 202 that may be provided on the 
base 201. The radiator 20 therefore provides only limited 
surfaces for contacting With air. This fact also inevitably 
causes the radiator 20 to have only limited radiating perfor 
mance. Moreover, When the radiator 20 is to be used on a 
large heat-producing area, it is necessary to cut neW dies 
having increased dimensions in order to extrude more alu 
minum material to form an enlarged radiator 20. The cost for 
cutting the neW and large dies Would adversely increase the 
cost of the radiator 20. 

[0005] It is therefore desirable to develop a radiator that 
eliminates the draWbacks existing in the conventional ribbed 
radiator formed from extruded aluminum. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] A primary object of the present invention is to 
provide a radiator having a plurality of thin ?ns and there 
fore providing largely increased contacting surface With air 
to enable accelerated radiating of heat. 

[0007] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide radiator that has a plurality of thin ?ns and can be used 
With a radiator fan to achieve enhanced radiating effect. 
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[0008] The radiator With thin ?ns is manufactured in the 
folloWing steps: forming a plurality of thin ?ns and spacers 
by punching metal sheets of high coef?cient of heat trans 
mission into predetermined shapes, spacing said thin ?ns 
alternately With said spacers and binding them into an 
assembly With a plurality of rivets extended through holes 
separately formed near loWer end at predetermined posi 
tions, and grinding a bottom of the assembly to remove 
unevenness thereof. 

[0009] The radiator manufactured in this method may 
include increased number of ?ns Within a limited area to 
create largely increased contact surface With air and thereby 
enables quick radiation of heat produced by, for example, a 
chip associated With the radiator. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] The structure and the technical means adopted by 
the present invention to achieve the above and other objects 
can be best understood by referring to the folloWing detailed 
description of the preferred embodiments and the accompa 
nying draWings, Wherein 

[0011] 
radiator; 

FIG. 1 is a perspective of a conventional ribbed 

[0012] FIG. 2 is a How chart shoWing steps of producing 
the radiator With thin ?ns according to the present invention; 

[0013] FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective of the radiator 
With thin ?ns according to the present invention; 

[0014] FIG. 4 is a fragmentary, assembled side vieW of the 
radiator of FIG. 3 before being ground to remove uneven 
ness at a bottom thereof; 

[0015] FIG. 5 is an assembled perspective of the radiator 
of the present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 6 schematically shoWs the manner of riveting 
the thin ?ns of the radiator together; 

[0017] FIG. 7 is a graph in Which tWo curves separately 
shoW the radiating effects achieved by the radiator of the 
present invention and the conventional ribbed radiator 
formed from extruded aluminum; 

[0018] FIG. 8 is an assembled side vieW shoWing the 
radiator of the present invention being associated With a 
chip; and 

[0019] FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective shoWing the 
radiator of the present invention Works With a radiator fan to 
enhance the radiating effect thereof. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0020] Please refer to FIG. 3 that is an exploded perspec 
tive of a ?nned radiator 2 according to the present invention 
for associating With a chip 1 (see FIGS. 8 and 9) to radiate 
heat produced by the chip 1 during operation thereof. As 
shoWn, the ?nned radiator 2 mainly includes a plurality of 
thin ?ns 21, a plurality of spacers 22, and a plurality of rivets 
23. FIG. 2 is a How chart of a method for manufacturing the 
?nned radiator 2. As shoWn, the method includes the folloW 
steps: 
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[0021] 1. Forming the thin ?ns 21: 

[0022] The thin ?ns 21 are formed by punching metal 
sheets having high coef?cient of heat transmission into a 
desired ?at and straight shape by using a die designed for 
this purpose, such that each of the thin ?ns 21 has a plurality 
of through holes 211 formed near a loWer end at predeter 
mined positions. The thin ?ns 21 may have dimensions 
depending on actual needs. 

[0023] 2. Forming the spacers 22: 

[0024] The spacers 22 are also formed by punching metal 
sheets having high coef?cient of heat transmission into a 
desired ?at and straight shape by using a die designed for 
this purpose, such that each of the spacers 22 has a plurality 
of through holes 221 formed at predetermined positions 
corresponding to the through holes 211 on the thin ?ns 21. 
The formed spacers 22 are transversely extended long plates 
and have a height loWer than that of the thin ?ns 21 and a 
thickness preferably larger than that of the thin ?ns 21. 

[0025] 3. Assembling the ?ns 21 and the spacers 22: 

[0026] Assemble the thin ?ns 21 and the spacers 22 so that 
the thin ?ns 21 are spaced alternately With the spacers 22 and 
the through holes 211 separately align With the through holes 
221, and then bind the assembled thin ?ns 21 and spacers 22 
together by sequentially extending the rivets 23 through the 
aligned through holes 211 and 221 to provide a preform of 
the radiator 2. 

[0027] 4. Grinding and polishing: 

[0028] When using the rivets 23 to rivet the ?ns 21 and the 
spacers 22 together, clearances betWeen the through holes 
211, 221 and the rivets 23 Would possibly result in an uneven 
bottom of the preform of the radiator 2, as shoWn in FIG. 4. 
Use a suitable grinding tool to grind and smoothen the 
uneven bottom of the preform of the radiator 2 to provide a 
?nished radiator 2 as shoWn in FIG. 5. 

[0029] In assembling the thin ?ns 21 and the spacers 22 in 
the above step 3, an auxiliary tool 3 is used to ensure 
accurate and stable assembling of the thin ?ns 21 and the 
spacers 22. As can be seen in FIG. 6, the auxiliary tool 3 
includes a front portion formed of a plurality of forWard 
extended and parallelly spaced projections. The front por 
tion of the auxiliary tool 3 is adapted to insert into the 
preliminarily assembled ?ns 21 and spacers 22 With the a 
plurality of forWard projections separately located in a space 
de?ned betWeen tWo adjacent ?ns 21, so that the ?ns 21 
spaced by the spacers 22 are Well supported by the forWard 
projections of the auxiliary tool 3. By this manner, the ?ns 
21 Would not bias While the rivets 23 are extended through 
the holes 211 and 221 to bind the ?ns 21 and the spacers 22 
together. 
[0030] The metal sheets for producing the ?ns 21 and the 
spacers 22 may be, for example, aluminum sheet and copper 
sheet that all have high coef?cient of heat transmission. 
Since the ?ns 21 have very small thickness compared With 
the conventional extruded aluminum ribs, there may be 
more ?ns 21 provided Within a unit area to provide the 
radiator 2 With increased contact surfaces With air to enable 
accelerated radiating of heat produced by the chip 1. Experi 
ments indicate the radiator 2 having thin ?ns 21 is more 
effective than the conventional ones in radiating heat. The 
experiment results are shoWn in FIG. 7 in Which curve A 
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indicates the temperature of a ?rst chip 1 using the radiator 
2 of the present invention, and curve B indicates the tem 
perature of a second chip 1 identical to the ?rst chip 1 but 
using a conventional extruded aluminum radiator 20. As can 
be seen from the graph of FIG. 7, the ?rst and the second 
chips 1 that are tested at the same time present quite different 
radiating behavior, Wherein the ?rst chip 1 using the radiator 
2 of the present invention has much loWer temperature than 
the second chip 1 after both of them have operated for 20 
minutes. This proves that the radiator 2 having thin ?ns 21 
according to the present invention is superior to the con 
ventional extruded aluminum radiator 20. 

[0031] To further enhance the radiating effect of the radia 
tor 2 With thin ?ns 21, a radiator fan 4 may be mounted to 
a top of the radiator 2. To do so, tWo outmost ?ns 21‘ of the 
assembled thin ?ns 21 are separately provided at top edges 
With tWo spaced and outWard extended ears 212 for the 
radiator fan 4 to fasten onto the ears 212, as shoWn in FIG. 
9. The fan 4 and the radiator 2 could together more quickly 
radiate heat produced by the chip 1 and thereby effectively 
control the temperature of the chip 1 and protect the same 
from rising temperature. 

[0032] An important feature of the radiator 2 of the present 
invention is that numbers of the thin ?ns 21 and the spacers 
22 may be correspondingly increased to provide a radiator 2 
adapted to associate With a large heat-producing area. In 
other Words, the radiator 2 is not restricted to any particular 
dimensions. And, there is no need to make different dies for 
manufacturing the ?ns 21 and the spacers 22 of different 
siZes, and cost for such dies could be saved, accordingly. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A radiator With thin ?ns, comprising a plurality of thin 

?ns, a plurality of spacers, and a plurality of rivets; 

said thin ?ns being made of metal sheets having high 
coef?cient of heat transmission and being formed by 
punching said metal sheets With dies designed for such 
purpose, said thin ?ns being ?at and straight and having 
a plurality of ?rst through holes formed near a loWer 
end at predetermined positions; 

said spacers being made of metal sheets having high 
coef?cient of heat transmission and being formed by 
punching said metal sheets With dies designed for such 
purpose, said spacers being ?at and straight and having 
a plurality of second through holes formed near a loWer 
end at predetermined positions, said spacers being 
transversely extended long plate and having a height 
smaller than that of said thin ?ns and a thickness 
preferably larger than that of said thin ?ns; 

said thin ?ns being spaced alternately With said spacers 
With said ?rst through holes aligned With said second 
through holes; and 

said rivets being extended through said aligned ?rst and 
second through holes to ?rmly bind said thin ?ns and 
said spacers together; and 

said radiator being ground to remove any unevenness at a 
bottom thereof; 

Whereby a large number of said thin ?ns may be included 
in said radiator to provide largely increased contacting 
surfaces With air and accordingly ensure quick radiat 
ing of heat produced by a Working element, such as a 
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chip in a computer, and whereby said radiator may be 
economically produced to have different dimensions 
simply by correspondingly increasing numbers of said 
thin ?ns and said spacers Without the need of cutting 
more dies. 

2. Aradiator With thin ?ns as claimed in claim 3, Wherein 
said metal sheets for forming said thin ?ns and said spacers 
may be aluminum or copper that has high coef?cient of heat 
transmission. 
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3. Aradiator With thin ?ns as claimed in claim 3, Wherein 
tWo outmost ones of said a plurality of thin ?ns are provided 

on a top edge at predetermined positions With outWard 
eXtended ears to Which a radiator fan may be fastened to 
enable said radiator to provide enhanced radiating effect. 


